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Summary 

1. “Now the organs are from brain-dead or cardiac dead people.” 

2. [Investigator: If the organs are from donation, are there enough people to donate 

locally?] Yang: We definitely have many [donated organs]. There are a lot of 

donated [organs]. We supply [organs to] the entire China. 

 

Phone Investigation Recording 

Investigator: Hello. Is this President Yang Ming of the No.181 Hospital? 

Yang Ming: Hello, who is calling? 

Investigator: Hello!  I am a patient’s cousin. Professor Liu Xiangde talked with him. He 

wondered why he should come [here] to do [the organ transplant], since he is in Sichuan, 

which is far away. He doubted this. I just want to confirm with you. Is that true? 

Professor Liu Xiangde of the Third Military Medical University would come here to do 

the liver transplantation operation [for him]? 

Yang Ming: When? Where are you from? 

Investigator: Professor Liu Xiangde said that he would come here, if we want to do the 

organ transplantation operation. Is that true? 

Yang Ming: Yeah, yeah. He will follow [you] to come here. 

Investigator: Oh, he would follow [us] here. Why do you have more donors than the 

Third Military Medical University? 

Yang Ming: We do organ donations, OK? 

Investigator: I know. Could we use the previous type of donors? 

Yang: What? Previous donors? 

Investigator: That is…[the type you used] before they disallowed the use of organs from 

executed prisoners. 

Yang: No, we don’t use organs from executed prisoners anymore. 

Investigator: You used that kind before, right? Now can’t we use those? Not even a few 

of them? 

Yang: Now it is not allowed to use them. 



Investigator: Since which year the use of them has become illegal? I didn’t hear anything 

about that. 

Yang: Several years ago. About two or three years ago. 

Investigator: Oh. Two or three years ago. Now I…. 

Yang: Now the organs are from brain-dead people. 

Investigator: Only from brain-dead people, right? 

Yang: Brain-dead or cardiac dead people, now. 

Investigator: There are so many donors here. There are many transplantation operations 

here. If the organs are from donation, are there enough people to donate locally? 

Yang: We definitely have many [donated organs]. There are a lot of donated [organs]. We 

supply [organs to] the entire China. 

Investigator: You mean you have many donations in this province? 

Yang: Yes, yes, yes, okay? 

Investigator: You do a good job in our province, right? 

Yang: Yes, yes. 

Investigator: The previous President Xiang has retired, right? 

Yang: Yes. 

Investigator: We live close to the No. 309 [Hospital]. 

Yang: The No. 309 [Hospital]? 

Investigator: We live close to them. 

Yang: Isn’t Cai Ming working in the No. 309 Hospital? 

Investigator: Yeah, and Shi Bingyi is also there. 

Yang: Shi Bingyi and Cai Ming are both there. 

 


